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Introduction 

While the Web has emerged as a primary research and purchasing channel for many shoppers, 

nearly 77 percent of consumers still shop across multiple channels (Source: National Retail 

Federation).  They may research online and purchase in a store.  They may flip through a catalog and 

then go online to purchase. Or, they may start a purchase online and then want to ask a question of 

a live representative before completing their transaction. Increasingly, shoppers are demanding 

consistency across channels.  When browsing online for your products, consumers want an 

experience that’s consistent with what they find in your stores, catalogs, and other channels.   

With competing offers just a click away from every e-seller’s Web site, more than half of all 

consumers say a negative online experience leads to online and offline abandonment of the brand 

(Source: Retail Web site Performance, Jupiter Research, June 2006). A customer that has invested 

time and effort researching your products and services online, and who may have purchased 

something from your site or store in the past, will disappear forever because of a single, bad online 

experience.  Often, the issue that caused a high-value customer to abandon his or her transaction 

could have been resolved easily with just a little help from a live agent.  Retailers can no longer think 

of their individual channels as self-contained entities. All points of customer contact must work 

together as integral parts of one brand and operation. 

In addition, offering a consistent and relevant online shopping experience means not only delivering 

the right marketing message and merchandise online, but also giving customers a choice in how 

they interact with your business. You need the ability to offer customers the opportunity to call or 

chat with a live agent when their Web behavior indicates confusion or the risk of abandonment, and 

when saving the sale is worth the extra attention you’re offering. 

This White Paper looks at how companies using ATG’s e-commerce suite can easily incorporate a 

live help strategy to bridge the gap between their Web site and their contact center without making 

extensive changes to their front-end or back-end systems.  eStara, an ATG company, provides this 

ability with its Click to Call and Click to Chat solutions. 

 

Cross-Channel Shoppers Require Cross-Channel 
Personalization 

Can you imagine retail stores where nine out of ten customers left without buying, and no sales 

clerk ever asked if they needed assistance?  Engaging online customers proactively is the equivalent 

of a sales representative walking up to a customer in a retail store and kindly inquiring, "May I help 

you with something?"  

Consumers want shopping experiences that are relevant to their needs.  Sophisticated retailers 

using ATG are already using every piece of information they can gather to present individual 
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customers with personalized marketing and merchandise selections based on their market 

segments and customer profiles.  By using real-time data from each customer, companies can guide 

a customer to the exact products and services that meet his or her needs.  Why not use this same 

information to rescue potentially valuable, but at-risk online customers before they leave your site? 

Interactive help options like Click to Call and Click to Chat deliver cross-channel personalization 

capabilities by allowing companies to target and engage customers proactively based on their 

perceived needs and potential value.  These technologies can have a profound effect on online sales, 

provided that the companies implementing them follow certain guidelines, including: 

• Proactively targeting “engaged” Web site visitors 

• Offering the most appropriate contact based on context 

• Moving shoppers smoothly across channels 

• Sharing information from one channel to the next 

Companies that deliver personalized cross-channel experiences for their customers using Click to 

Call and Click to Chat have increased sales conversions, reduced Web site abandonment, and 

improved service efficiency dramatically.  According to a recent Jupiter Research report, this 

contextualized approach to online customer interaction has increased conversion rates by as much 

as 20 percent and decreased handling times by up to 20 percent. (Source: Real-Time Online 

Interaction Strategies, Jupiter Research, March 2007) 

 

The Right Contact at the Right Time 

Most companies would prefer not to have every online customer inquiry result in a phone call or 

chat.  They invest heavily to provide self-service tools that address basic customer service issues. 

Often, self-service is an effective way to reduce costs, especially when it deflects routine questions 

or lower-value shoppers away from the contact center. But self-service sometimes exacerbates 

customers’ frustration by denying them the more involved or complex answers they need to 

complete a purchase.  The result is an unhappy customer and a missed opportunity for the company 

to generate revenue.   

According to Forrester Research, “In the future, retailers will need to develop a more balanced view 

of interactions across channels, optimizing for a combination of cost and satisfaction.  Valuable 

customers, for instance, may require different service options than other customers.” (Source: Best 

Practices in Multichannel Retailing, Forrester Research, December 2006) 

In those instances where customer contact is desired or required, Click to Call and Click to Chat not 

only offer quality service and increase contact center efficiency, but also help turn the contact 

center into a sales center by targeting individual customers based on their perceived needs and 
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potential value. This can be done by evaluating individual customers according to customer profile 

or market segment information. 

For example, companies that segment their customer base into gold, silver, and bronze categories 

can set a rule that presents Click to Call to gold (high-value) customers throughout their session, but 

only to silver and bronze customers once their shopping cart value reaches a certain threshold.  Gold 

customers get the peace of mind of always having the phone option should they have questions, 

while lower-value customers are channeled to less costly service options like FAQs, e-mail, or chat, 

unless they meet the shopping cart threshold. 

These “scenario-driven” invitations are triggered only when shoppers match certain criteria, 

allowing businesses to determine when and how to communicate with customers. Potential 

business rules include:  

• Number of items in a customer’s shopping cart  

• Total shopping cart value  

• Amount of time a customer has spent idle on a page  

• Incomplete transactions  

• Customer status/history  

• Repeat use of self-service and search functions 

• Hours of operation or call center availability  

By already understanding customers’ unique buying patterns and behaviors, you have the ability to 

know what is the most relevant mode of communication based on customer lifecycle, preference, 

and previous interactions.   

There may be patterns in customer behavior that indicate when a customer is about to abandon the 

Web site, or may be confused. That’s when scenario-driven Click to Call and Click to Chat can keep 

customers engaged, by offering a chance to speak with a live agent, when they are most likely to 

need assistance.  Similarly, companies can deliver even greater personalization by using scenarios to 

rescue consumers and pass online session data to customer service representatives (CSRs) to create 

cross-sell and up-sell opportunities. 

Let’s say a customer is shopping on your site and attempts to use a promotion code from an old 

magazine ad during the checkout process.  The customer enters the code and hits “submit” to 

complete the purchase, but gets an error message.  For some reason, the promotion code is not 

being accepted.  The customer tries again, but receives the same error message.  At that moment, 

an invitation to speak with a customer service representative appears on the customer’s screen.  

The customer initiates a call.   
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Instantly, the customer is connected to the contact center and the session data from the customer’s 

transaction appears on the CSR’s screen.  The CSR identifies the problem, an expired promotion 

code, and offers the customer a new code to use.  In addition, the CSR suggests a possible cross-sell 

based on the customer’s shopping cart contents, and pushes the product page to the customer’s 

screen so he or she can consider buying it. 

Whether the customer decides to add the item to the cart or not, the company was able to 1) save 

the existing transaction by identifying the customer’s problem and offering help to resolve it; and 2) 

offer the customer a targeted, contextualized experience. 

 

Click to Call vs. Click to Chat  

Click to Call and Click to Chat share some benefits, such as the ability to offer customers the insight 

and expertise of a live agent, and to leverage online session data to ensure a smooth experience for 

the customer. However, each communication technology has definitive strengths that are 

important to understand when searching for the ideal solution.  Are your goals to: 

• Increase overall sales?  

• Reduce Web site abandonment on error pages?  

• Offer enhanced customer service for premium customers?  

• Handle routine customer service inquiries?  

Click to Chat enables CSRs to handle multiple Web visitors simultaneously, and allows consumers to 

interact with an agent in response to specific questions. However, analysts have found that most 

agents cannot realistically handle more than two simultaneous chats without relying heavily on 

canned responses. (Source: Customer Service Through Text Chat, Jupiter Research, June 2006).  

Unlike talking on the phone, Click to Chat requires a different skill set from the agent. For that 

reason, some contact centers may choose to have only a few specialized chat agents. This makes 

Click to Chat an ideal tool for handling multiple, routine customer service inquiries, but less efficient 

for closing complex transactions.  

Click to Call offers the power of an agent’s voice, which can help explain complex issues and close 

sales faster. Many consumers value a voice-based interaction with products and services of extreme 

complexity or high cost, or when sensitive information such as credit card data needs to be 

exchanged. This solution requires no additional software or hardware on the part of the call center, 

and calls are delivered to the existing telephony infrastructure, while online session data can be 

hooked into any CRM or e-commerce platform, such as ATG.  
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Case Study: Jenny Craig Helps Customers Lose the 
Wait 

Through its Web site, Jenny Craig offers visitors the chance to contact weight loss consultants at 

their local center. The company had tried a variety of programs, yet, there was no guaranteed reply 

time. For an emotional, often impulsive, decision like visiting a weight management center, 

immediacy is key. 

The company 

implemented a 

customized Click to Call 

solution to connect 

online prospects directly 

with a weight loss 

consultant over the 

phone. Calls are routed to 

the visitor’s local Jenny 

Craig center directly from 

the Web site; if the local 

consultant is not 

available, the call is directed to Jenny Craig’s call center to ensure immediate response. The 

company also wanted to use the power of voice to extend its current branding to prospective 

clients.  

Using a customized recording from Jenny Craig’s spokesperson, Kirstie Alley, prospective customers 

were greeted with a message congratulating them on taking the first step towards achieving their 

weight loss goals. Jenny Craig has seen tremendous results with Click to Call, including: 

• Doubled conversion rates compared to those of previous contact methods 

• Increased call volumes. Up to 20 percent of Jenny Craig’s call volume is now due to Click to 

Call 

• Improved customer loyalty and branding 

 

Bridging the Gap 

Both Click to Call and Click to Chat are flexible enough to meet the needs of any organization, 

regardless of existing e-commerce or contact center platform.  For organizations considering 

implementation of a live help service, eStara, an ATG company, offers three installation options, all 

of which are compatible with any version of ATG: 
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PROACTIVE  

For a quick, easy start, any e-seller using any version of ATG can immediately integrate eStara Click 

to Call and Click to Chat in the contact center to offer live assistance from any page on their Web 

site.   

With a single Javascript tag on a page, companies can manage multiple rules through WebCare, 

eStara’s self-service reporting and provisioning portal.  No changes are needed to the existing 

contact center infrastructure. 

PERSONALIZED  

Existing ATG Commerce customers can inject ATG’s industry-leading personalization capabilities 

into any contact center environment regardless of which CRM or contact center system they’re 

using.  Leveraging rules-based triggers, ATG Commerce customers can target specific customer 

segments with an opportunity to connect to a customer service representative using Click to Call or 

Click to Chat.   

By integrating Click to Call and Click to Chat into an ATG Commerce environment, companies can 

leverage information collected by ATG Commerce to create personalized contact options based on 

ATG scenarios, using context such as a customer’s previous purchases as well as any customer 

profile and/or market segment attributes.  

Companies can target high-value, repeat customers with Click to Call or offer Click to Chat to casual 

browsers or lower value shoppers as a low-touch contact option. 

INTEGRATED 

Complementing a Click to Call or Click 

to Chat deployment with eStara Data 

Pass allows for a truly smooth 

transition between an e-commerce 

site and the contact center.  Data Pass 

provides an instant hand-off as 

customers cross over from one 

channel to the next.   

By integrating data across channels, 

the context of a customer’s Web 

session is relayed to the contact 

center agent, in real-time, once 

contact is made.  Rather than having the customer start all over again explaining his situation, the 

contact center agent uses this information to verify account status, identify problems with the 

online transaction, and more efficiently troubleshoot the issue that prompted the customer to 

move offline. Not only will agents have access to the shopper’s current online session, but they will 

be able to access customer history and create recommendations based on customer behavior to 

generate valuable cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.   
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Using this approach, the leading online retailer in the world was able to improve contact center 

efficiency by reducing average call handle times by 72 seconds per call. 

 

Case Study: Cross-Channel Combo Drives Sales for 
Radiator.com 

Radiator.com is the retail Web site for a nationwide chain of about 150 auto parts store franchises 

that operate under the 1-800-Radiator brand.  The company had conducted extensive research on 

its Web site and determined that conversion rates were dramatically higher when customers called 

a franchise over the phone, as opposed to having customers transact online.   

The challenge for Radiator.com was finding the best way to help visitors move from the Web to the 

phone channel when necessary.  Using an automated chat system embedded on its site, when a 

prospect visits the site, the company gathers information about the consumer and his vehicle, such 

as model, year, engine size and customer location.  After providing information in the chat window, 

the customer is then asked if he’d like an expert to contact him, via Click to Call, about a quote.   

The customer is prompted to enter his phone number into the chat window, and Click to Call 

technology launches a call, immediately connecting the consumer to his local 1-800 Radiator 

franchise.  Upon receiving the call, the 1-800 Radiator agent gets a screen pop showing the 

information the customer had entered into the online chat window about the vehicle, enabling the 

agent to provide much more efficient service and deliver a continuity of experience for the 

customer. 

As a result of implementing Click to Call, Radiator.com: 

• Converts 40 percent of Click to Call users vs. 1 to 2 percent of online visitors 

• Doubled conversion rates compared to standard inbound telephone calls 

 

Implementation: How it Works 

By adding a single line of Javascript code to a site, companies can become “eStara enabled” and 

have the ability to deploy Click to Call or Click to Chat, either as static buttons on a page or based on 

any set of rules they define. 

USING CLICK TO CALL 

When a customer selects a Click to Call button, a pop-up window asks if she’d like to “Talk by Phone” 

or “Talk by PC.”   Selecting “Talk by Phone” prompts a form into which the user enters her telephone 

number and country of origin.  eStara places a call to the consumer first, and then immediately 

bridges the call to the business.   
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If the user selects “Talk by PC,” eStara checks the user’s computer for microphone and speakers 

before connecting the call.  Callers using Click to Call are not required to download any software to 

use either the “Talk by Phone” or “Talk by PC” options. 

Calls placed through Click to Call are routed to the agent’s existing telephony set up and require no 

additional software or hardware in the contact center. 

USING CLICK TO CHAT 

Similar to Click to Call, Click to Chat requires no 

download on the part of the consumer.  When a 

Web visitor selects a Click to Chat button, he sees 

an interface welcoming him to the session.  The 

chat request is sent to an agent queue in the 

contact center where the first available agent 

accepts the chat and initiates the conversation 

with the customer. 

On the contact center side, Click to Chat requires a 

software installation for each chat agent. 

However, chat sessions that are escalated to the 

phone can be sent to any agent in the contact 

center via Click to Call. 

 

FEATURES 

Through eStara Click to Call and Click to Chat, companies are smoothly integrating their online, 

chat, and voice channels through such features as: 

• Data PassData PassData PassData Pass:::: displays contextual information from the caller’s Web session to any sales or 

service agent. This is an advantage of Click to Call over regular phone calls because the data 

enables agents to close sales more effectively and reduce costs by collapsing call handling 

time. Customers also benefit because they do not need to start over and re-explain their 

needs or repeat data already entered online. 

• Dynamic RoutingDynamic RoutingDynamic RoutingDynamic Routing:::: sends customer inquiries to a specific call center or sales/service agent 

based on a wide variety of parameters such as the caller’s geographic location or the time 

of day. eStara’s find me/follow me capabilities allow companies to route calls to multiple 

locations to guarantee no call goes unanswered. 

• Proactive/RulesProactive/RulesProactive/RulesProactive/Rules----Based EngBased EngBased EngBased Engagementagementagementagement:::: controls precisely when and where Click to Call and 

Click to Chat buttons appear, based on context such as time spent on a specific Web page, 

product viewed, cart value, customer status, or hours of operation. 

• CoCoCoCo----BrowseBrowseBrowseBrowse:::: increases efficiency and service.  With one click, agents are able to help 

customers navigate sites, highlight error fields, and complete applications or forms. 
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• Page PushPage PushPage PushPage Push:::: improves agent’s ability to sell by pushing pages to customers.  Contact center 

agents can push relevant pages – including product promotions and potential cross-sell or 

up-sell opportunities – to customers using their Web browser or touch-tone dial pad. 

 

Conclusion 

eStara, combined with ATG’s e-commerce suite, creates a truly seamless cross-channel experience 

for consumers and empowers agents with a 360° view of each customer when transactions move 

from the Web to telephone or chat channels.   

The increasing role that online shopping plays in developing overall brand loyalty has prompted 

many companies to rethink their channel strategies, customer acquisition plans, and retention 

initiatives.   

Retailers that fail to provide a unified voice between the online and contact center worlds 

jeopardize customer loyalty and sales.  Proactive service solutions like Click to Call and Click to Chat 

help to bridge this gap between online and offline sales channels by creating a continuity of 

experience for shoppers as they move from the Web to an online chat or voice session. 

With minimal effort, retailers can leverage existing personalization and merchandising in their ATG 

environment to create rules that govern when and how they engage high-value prospects with live 

assistance.  

By enabling e-commerce sites to deliver proactive, targeted, and personalized invitations for 

customers to speak with sales representatives during key points in the transaction process, both 

Click to Call and Click to Chat have been proven to enhance the online shopping experience, and 

increase sales conversions, and reduce shopping cart abandonment. 

Regardless of contact center infrastructure, companies can now leverage the advantages of 

personalization found in ATG Commerce across channels.  With a single line of Javascript code, 

eStara enables companies running any version of ATG to deploy rules-based Click to Call or Click to 

Chat invitations based on any variety of ATG scenarios.   

eStara Click to Call and Click to Chat allow retailers to engage shoppers proactively and provide 

agents with immediate access to online customer profiles the second a phone call or chat is 

initiated. This creates a continuity of experience for customers, allowing them to continue shopping 

across channels without having to be re-verified or re-authenticated by a CSR.  Using these tools, 

agents have insight into the context of the online shopper’s session, enabling them in real-time to: 

• Engage customers proactively  

• Access customer profiles and verify status 

• Assist customers with order entry 
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• Co-browse with shoppers  

• Push Web pages or promotional offers  

• Escalate Web, e-mail, or chat sessions to the phone 

The result is a satisfied customer that does not have to “start all over again” when he or she moves 

across channels, and a CSR that is much better equipped to deliver personalized service, convert 

sales, and offer potential cross-sells, up-sells, and promotions to the consumer. 
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